
 

 

June 27, 2014 UPDATE FROM W/NP MANAGUA OFFICE 

May 11th was an accident about 60 kms from Nueva Guinea town, the community name is San Isidro called as en el Polo de 
Desarrollo Aguas Gatas places.  

About 20 people were at dental clinic waiting to be attend the doctor according the police report two tanks 50 pound and 
100 pounds with propane gas had them at the kitchen and one of them was leaking and while the doctor was doing a drill 
work in one of the patient this provoked a big explosion then after fire the building. 17 people got severed burn and 6 of 
them were in critical  condition they were divide and send them to different hospitals in Juigalapa, Lenin Fonseca, La 
Mascota hospitals and one boy and one girl 13 years old were send them to Aproquen.  

Doctor Leandro let me know after the accident the plastic surgeon doctor from Juigalpa is following the patients healing 
process and he is making arrangement and try to find out how our program can assistance providing the garments to the 
patients.  

I think your idea about the mobile burn service will fit in this case I let Dr. Leandro this will be good opportunity to do this 
service instead 17 patients travel to our office at the same day if you will approve part of Burn Staff with the sewing 
machine and materials will travel to Juigalpa so this way does need travel along distance that we know is comfortable during 
their recovering phase.  

Dr. Leandro is willing to travel 
with us during the Garment 
Mission also he told me he travel 
with me to Juigalpa to talk with 
the surgeon doctor and the 
hospital director how we can carry 
out this idea to day or when you 
think is opportune.  

Patients really need the garment 
as soon as possible and this will 
be a worth time to motive other 
volunteers to support your idea I 
think Kathie from the national 
share the same idea as you even 
when we have not the right 
transportation we can do it if you 
are in agreement let know your 
thought any suggestions are 
welcome.   - Moises  
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